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School vision: Connecting communities to enhance the development of students’ living
and social skills through innovative practice.
Empowering students to become interdependent successful lifelong learners.
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PRESENTATION DAY INVITATION

will be working collaboratively at
the IPS-BGS Education Summit
at Revesby Worker’s Club from
4.00pm – 7.00pm, developing
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Please ring the office on 97731255 if you are able to attend
our Presentation Day Ceremony held on Tuesday the 8th
December from 10.30-12noon. Your child will be receiving an
award. Morning Tea will be served at 10am. All Welcome!
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Infants Gomersall & Infants Suarez

The kindergarten classes have
been working hard and having
fun in dance workshops. The
students have enjoyed dancing
to different music, learning
simple routines, and moving
like animals.
They are working towards
performing the dance at
Presentation Day in December.

On Tuesdays this term, the
Kindergarten classes are taking an
excursion to Carnival Kingdom in
Revesby. This is part of the HSIE
and PDHPE curriculum. Students
are learning social, play and
independence skills whilst having
a fun workout.
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PRIMARY ALLEN
We have been listening to the story
‘The Little Red Hen’ to support the
unit of work ‘Our Needs’.
Learning from ‘The Little Red Hen’

Sensory exploration of the
materials, grain/flour
(mainly sight/touch);

Growing the
wheat.

Story sequencing /concept
of time-other maths skills;



Listening/comprehension
skills.

Making
the bread.



Language skills;



Fine motor skills;



Life skills;



Social skills/helping each
othe; and



Emotions.

Primary Castelino participate in weekly dance and
movement lesons. During dance, students thoroughly
enjoy an activity called ‘prop box’ where they choose
an item from the prop box and groove along to
popular music..
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Middle School Grenfell are very creative and hand-on learners! We experimented with rice and food
dye with amazing results. The coloured rice was made into Aboriginal rain-makers and food dye was
also used to paint clap-sticks use in music lessons. We are creative and musical!!
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Intermediate Barrett, together
with Senior Akuete, created a
large artwork for the school
foyer. We included items that
we found in the garden such as
leaves, bark and flowers.

Busy using jelly bean
switches to manipulate
switch toys.

Getting ready to perform at
Grandparent/Seniors Day
PUBLIC SCHOOLS NSW

We have also been doing
lots of work this term on farm
animals.
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Senoir Akuete’s class participated in science lesson by making Balloon Rockets. We used explosive air
pressure (blowing up a balloon and releasing the air) to propel balloons along a length of string attached
between 2 trees. Energy is created by the balloon forcing the air out. This then creates a motion called
thrust that pushes the balloon forward.

Senior Carroll have been working on the literacy text, The
Magic Hat and have painted some wonderful wizards and
applied stars and glitter to his robe and hat. We are even
going to try to make our own hats out of paper and material.
The Interactive Whiteboard and iPads have been accessed to
support communication across all key learning areas. We all
dressed up in jungle animal costumes to take part in the
assembly item “The Lion Sleeps Tonight” performed at the
Senior and Grandparents Day assembly on the 23rd of
October. It was a fun filled action packed assembly enjoyed
by all who attended. Our year 12 students are preparing for
their Senior Formal on the 10th of December. They will then
be moving on to their post school sites where a new chapter
of their lives will begin.
Good luck to Charbel, Mariam and Kiran!
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This term in Senior Omran we
are
studying
the
text
WarnayarraThe
Rainbow
Snake. We are having a great
time
exploring
Dreamtime
stories and Indigenous culture.
We had a go at making our own
rainbow snakes, using recycled
materials, fiting in with our
focus on sustainability.

Senior Hamilton

As part of work
experience and
food
technology:
serving
morning tea at
Grandparents
Day

SPORTING SCHOOLS Cricket Clinic

Taking time to:

enjoy the Caroline Chisholm
disco

relax
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celebrate Joshua’s birthday
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Senior
Parke
students
have
pariticpated in within school work
experience, including running the
Sausage Sizzle Café. Some students
have also been attending work
experience at Disability Service
Australia, where they pack and label
different items.

Senior Rossall enjoyed making
tuna and salad sandwiches in
Food Technology last week. We
followed the schools safe food
handling guidelines and learnt
about
preparing
a
healthy
balanced meal with lots of
different coloured vegetables to
give us vitamins and minerals,
protein to help us build muscles
and whole grains to keep us fuller
for longer.
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Senior Hawthorne participates in
the Clark Road Money Program.
Students practise to match, select
and identify coins and notes.
Students focus on selecting a $2
coin to exchange at the hospitality
programs and healthy canteen.
Additional skills include waiting their
turn exchanging a PECS symbol to
indicate choice of item and waiting
for change with an extended arm .

Throughout this year Senior Carroll have been
practising their skills in reading digital stories
using switches in class.
Students participate with recorded sounds on
switches, touch physical items that relate to the
story and complete basic comprehension
through using their eye gaze.
Some of Senior Carroll are working to develop
the skill to ‘drag’ items across interactive
screens or press the screen in iPad applications
to elicit a response.
Charbel has also been hard at work refining
his head switching skills and now can move
through the iPad application ProloQuo2Go to
make simple requests!
We look forward to another interesting feature
regarding Charbel for the next newsletter
article! Stay Tuned!
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Please telephone the School Odffice for an
application form on 97731255
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ANNUAL PRESENTATION DAY CEREMONY
(please circle)
YES

I / We will be attending the Annual Presentation Day Ceremony

No

I / We will not be attending the Annual Presentation Day Ceremony
Student’s name _______________________________
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